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### CNS/ATM Evolution

**Functionality Over Time**

**Risk/Complexity**

- **Integrated Operations**
  - By Full Performance-Based Rules (Class A/B/C/D Ops)

- **Segregated Operations**
  - V/LOS – Over People / High Density
  - By Rule 107 – VLOS Class G
  - 333/336 Ops – Segregated Operations By Waiver/Exemption

**CNS/ATM Evolution**

- **Registration**
  - Static Identification
  - User Provided
  - None Beacon?

- **Notification**
  - Identification, Location and Intent

- **Schedule (UTM)**
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  - Transit Controlled Airspace (UTM)

- **UAS Information Systems**
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  - UAS Integrated Information Systems with ATM
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